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From the President
It is time to start thinking about our AGM, however, we have been informed by the Rowing club, that the cost
of hiring the room has increased significantly. This issue was raised at council and it was decided that our
existing venue is excellent for our needs so we will hold the AGM in place of the August activity night. So, our
AGM this year will be held on Tuesday 29th August from 6.30pm The Esplanade, Mount Pleasant. There is
more on the 2017 AGM in this magazine.
The 50th Anniversary preparations are well under way; payment is by eftpos, so please state that it is for the
anniversary. The cost is $40 per person open to all members past and present and their partners. It is a sitdown buffet and dance which also includes the option of vegan and vegetarian meals. If you have any
allergies e.g. nuts, mushrooms etc. Please let me know so I can inform the chief. The full menu and evening
program is laid out inside this issue. There will be a door prize on the night as well as a raffle. As I have to
present the final numbers to Fremantle Boating Club no later than September 1st. I would appreciate if
members would start paying sooner rather than later. Given the importance of this one-off, anniversary event
to the club, council has decided to keep the price low and accessible to members by subsidizing the cost of the
meals. So please support this event as I believe it is a way we can say thank you to past and present
members for the enormous effort they have put into the club over the years.
For the Graham Whitehouse Cottage this is a busy time of the year as the weather cools many members see
the opportunity of getting rid of the cobwebs from there fishing gear. Some like the solitude, some like the
company while others just like being out. Whatever the reason, if you are at the cottage please look after this
wonderful asset and follow the simple rules that are in place. If you find or feel something is out of
place/order let Mario or any council member know. Thanks must go to Peter Taylor and Geoff Barrett for
donating, preparing and installing an exclusive set of maps that depict the rivers and fishing areas around
Pemberton.
It is with sadness that I inform members that Brendon (Biggles) Meade aged 88 passed away on the 16th May
2017. Our thoughts and sympathy go out to his wife Kitt, his family and close friends. Having emigrated from
the UK Brendon joined WATFAA in the late seventies and made many lifelong friends within the club, one of
which was Reg Ransom. Reg has many fond memories fishing with Brendon especially in New Zealand where
they caught many a large trout between them.

Memberships are due from July 1st 2017. You will receive a reminder and membership payment forms, from
our treasurer in the near future.
Stewart (Taffy) King
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NEWS AND REPORTS
Recreational Fishing Initiatives (Wellington Dam)
You will be aware that WATFAA had applied for a grant under Recﬁshwest’s RFIF program to develop a
stocking plan for Wellington Dam. This has been an important initiative to improve recreational ﬁshing
opportunities in Western Australia and was encouraged and supported as a proposal by Recﬁshwest and
the WATFAA council. Unfortunately, the project was not funded in this round although we have been
invited to re-apply for similar projects.
The Western Australian Trout and Freshwater Angling Association Inc. was established in 1967. It remains
that under our Constitution, key objects of the Association are: the encouragement of the art of freshwater
angling; the encouragement of the conservation of freshwater angling waters and ﬁsh habitats as speciﬁed
by Council; the maintenance and care of ﬁsh stocks in streams and other freshwaters by stocking with
trout and other suitable species; and, any other measures, as speciﬁed by Council. I encourage members to
discuss any ideas for projects with Council Members.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
WATFAA has been asked by the FFRG stocking committee on behalf of Recﬁsh West, if we would like to be
involved in a ﬁshing workshop at Drakesbrook. The council unanimously agreed that we should participate
in helping run this event. I have contacted Matt Gillert (Co-ordinator for recﬁsh) and he will let me know
what is required on behalf of WATFAA, in the near future. I will be personally involved, but the reins will be
held tightly by John Kalgee who will be looking for support from members to help with this event. (Taﬀy)
Community stocking and fishing day workshop
The group began planning for the upcoming community stocking and fishing day. The following
recommendations were made by the group:

•
•
•
•
•
•

The purpose of the event is to promote freshwater fishing to people who have not
undertaken this type of fishing before
Drakesbook weir is the most suitable location
The weekend of September 2nd/3rd, being the opening weekend of trout season is the most
suitable
Suitable activities (casting, knot tying, clinics) be undertaken on the day
Local shires and community groups are invited to be involved in the event
Suitable corporate partners be invited to be involved with the event
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2017 AGM
There are a few items that you as a member need to contemplate in respect to the August 2017 AGM.
1. We ask you to nominate a WATFAA CLUB MEMBER OF THE YEAR. Please send your nomination to Bretton
Stitfold and Geoff Barrett (Email addresses can be found at the end of this magazine).
2. If you wish to nominate for council which would be great, we are always keen to have new people and
ideas. Email your name with that of another member who supports your nomination (a proposer) to the Hon
Secretary (Yusef Khadembashi).
3. If a member has any business items he/she would like to raise at the AGM, they should advise the Hon
Secretary in writing at least twenty eight days in advance.
(Forms for the above will be emailed out to members shortly)
4. Please support this important event.

Anniversary Menu and Evenings Program
Arrival 6.30pm to 7.00pm

PLEASE NOTE NO PAYMENT AT THE DOOR CAN BE ACCEPTED

On arrival give your name and the name of your guest/s to the doorman, this will give you entry to the
function and enter you into the door prize draw. Find your seat as the fun starts:
7:15pm: Buffet Starts
Choose and help yourself from several Meat, Fish and Vegetable platters. For those that have ordered
special meals e.g. vegan, vegetarian, or have other special needs, I will explain when I obtain your request.
8:15pm: Speeches will start after the main meal.
8:45pm: Sweets, coffee/tea
9.15pm: Music will crank up
Midnight: Close
During the meal, a slide show that has been compiled by Steve Agate, will play continuously on a large TV
screen provided by Rec Fish West. Thanks to Recfishwest for their support. There will also be a raffle with
several superb prizes.
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ARTICLES
National Fly Fishing Championships 2016
By John Abordi
During 23rd- 26th of November last year, in the Central Highlands of Tasmania, four intrepid West Australian
anglers attended the National Fly Fishing Championships. What follows is a cautionary tale of their
experiences. (N.B. Where numbers appear in brackets next to an angler’s name, e.g. John (5th), this represents
that angler’s finishing position in that session out of a maximum of 11).
This year Western Australia was represented at the National Fly Fishing Championships by John Abordi, Mark
Anderson, David Mapleson and Tom Watson, all of whom qualified to attend through one of the various State
rounds held in 2015-2016. David had only recently moved to Tasmania, and kindly provided a car and
accommodation for the team for the duration of our stay. Many thanks again for that David. Tom was the first
to arrive leaving on the weekend prior to do some practice fishing before the competition, he and David
picked Marc and John up from Launceston airport on the morning of Wednesday the 23rd. First stop (after
food shopping)were the Meander River practice waters, for a quick fish. It all started promisingly with John
catching a small fish on an orange bead-headed nymph first cast, however, all that followed (Tom touched
two but couldn’t net them) was a lot of slipping around on the large smooth rocks that had been exposed by
the recent flooding. Apparently, the floods had changed the river a lot with many smaller pools and scrapes
now filled with gravel. The lack of fish could also have been due to the water having been heavily fished by
anglers participating in a Czech nymphing course with ex World Champion Martin Droz during the preceding
few weeks. With that limited practice, we were ready to tackle the ‘rest of the best’, or so we thought.
Registration was that same evening at the Mienna Community Centre, who kindly hosted the Competition.
David’s shack was only a 50 metre walk from the community centre and a mere 20 metres to the Central
Highlands Lodge where we would have dinner each evening. During registration, 53 anglers were divided
into five groups (three of 11, two of 10) and each group allocated a starting venue through which we would
rotate over the next three days. The venues were: boat sessions on Penstock Lagoon, Little Pine Lagoon,
Bronte’s Lagoon (where the minimum fish size would be 20cm) and river sessions on the upper and lower
Meander River (where the minimum fish size would be 18cm). After some friendly reacquainting and a light
supper, it was time to turn in, or tie some more flies (nothing like last minute preparation from recently
gleaned information). The weather looked threatening with a forecast for snow.The morning arrived and we
were greeted with broken cloud and little wind. Whilst it made for pleasant boating, bright and sunny
conditions make the lake fishing difficult. Tom and John had the unusual situation of having been drawn
together in the first boat session. You would usually like to hook up (pun intended) with some local knowledge
in a boat session, but two guys from WA put them a little behind the eight ball before the first whistle had
even blown. They fished fruitlessly for 2 ½ hours of the 3-hour session in an area they were told held fish,
before hastily heading to where the other boats were and immediately getting onto fish in the last half hour.
John (5th) with 2 nice Penstock browns and Tom (9th) with a nice rainbow headed back to the bank expecting
others to have cleaned up. However, they were surprised to find that the best, Tim Urbanc (Penstock is his
home water) had 7, a couple of others with 4 or 3 and some, who had been at the hot spot all session had
only 1 or none. But still a lesson learnt for another time; if the other boats aren’t moving, they’re probably
onto fish. Dave (11th) fished Little Pine that same morning and didn’t catch a fish, a fate shared by many of
the others in that session, probably due to the sunny conditions and light winds. Meanwhile, Marc (7th) had a
bit of a session from hell on the lower Meander. Whilst he did land one measuring fish, he also had a bit of a
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swim and broke a rod! After a quick packed lunch was had by all (thanks Marc and Tom, on Day 2) we
moved off to our next venues.
Session Two saw John and Tom on Bronte Lagoon. Tom had been drawn to fish with Tim Urbanc, whilst John
was in charge of a boat and fished with Mark Fraser from Victoria. With little local knowledge in that boat!
It was decided they would follow Tim and Tom. John (4th) managed to catch two fish, a third which took a red
and black woolly bugger on the hang came to the net backwards and wasn’t counted as it was foul hooked
(In competition fishing, fish must be hooked in front of the gill case). Tom (7th) also caught 2 fish. The winner in
that session, Tim Strong from Tasmania, caught 3, so once again the locals were able to out fish us. Little
surprise there, but at least we were catching fish. Meanwhile Marc’s (11th) day wasn’t getting any better.
After his horror morning, he was hooking fish on Penstock Lagoon but couldn’t get any of them into the boat.
David (11th) fished the lower Meander that afternoon and also blanked. What was becoming apparent, was
that the fishing in the Meander was tough, the water was still, very cold and clear and the fish were sitting
down deep or still in some of the smaller side streams, and the lakes required a little bit of local knowledge.
Anyway, it was time for a warm shower and a hot meal before the day was deconstructed in preparation for
Day Two.
Snow! That evening was cold and the threatened snow did arrive. The winds were still calm but were forecast
to freshen by the mid-morning. John and Tom were to fish Little Pine, Marc on Bronte and David on the Lower
Meander. Again, John was in charge of a boat but drawn Janis Kruska from Victoria, who had spent the last
6 weeks in Tasmania fishing in a recent round of their State Championships and attending a river course held
by Martin Droz. John had at least fished Little Pine in the preceding weeks and taken note of where some of
the local guns had fished it. (This extended session in Tasmania proved fruitful for Janis as he came away with
a 6th place in the competition). Tom was drawn with a very experienced competition angler, Max Vereshaka.
To begin with, the conditions were good, with cloud cover, a little snow and a gentle breeze, rifts were steady
and you could stay in contact with your flies on slow to medium sinking lines. Soon, however, the winds
strengthened and unless you could find a sheltered bay, the fishing became more and more difficult. In the
end John (8th) had 1 fish and his boat partner Janis (5th), 2 fish. Whilst Tom (7th) managed a cracker at
51.5cm on his last cast! is boat partner Max caught 4 (2nd). The best in that session was 5 fish by Luke Barby
a Victorian with an exceptional pedigree; both he and his father Vern have been Australian Fly Fishing
Champions. Meanwhile Marc (2nd) had turned his fortunes around. Marc is recognised Australia wide as a
very good lake fisherman, and that morning he proved his worth on Bronte, catching 5 fish and taking second
place in the session. David (6th) fished on the upper Meander and managed 2 fish.
By the afternoon session the wind was blowing very hard up on top. Those who were fishing Little Pine, Marc
included, would be looking for some shelter. Fish were caught but one local called it the worst conditions he’d
fished on Little Pine in 30 years. Marc (11th) was fortunate enough to be fishing with a good friend and
multiple National Champion, Jonathon Stagg. Unfortunately Jon (2nd) would towel him up with 4 fish to none.
John (10th) and Tom (1st) fished the Meander lower, John catching 1 in the final half an hour, on a piece of
water that looked like back country N.Z. and Tom caught 2 fish to win the session. David (9th) fished Bronte
and caught 1. However, the real story of this session would be the performance of Christopher Bassano, who
on Bronte would catch 16 fish! The next best was 5. Upon reflection, he claimed to have missed another 16
before he netted his first, which was later confirmed by his boat partner, who blanked the session! Christopher
is the owner and Head Guide at Rainbow Lodge Tasmania. He spends more time than anybody on the water,
and concentrated his efforts on fishing for small fish (dinks) in the shallow water that others hadn’t fished
during the competition. The catch cry of “16!!” quickly became a favourite amongst the WA camp. Another hot
meal and some test cricket watching saw an end to Day 2.
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Day Three saw John, Tom and Marc all fishing the Meander river, John and Tom on the lower section and
Marc on the upper. Unfortunately, none of us could get a measuring fish to the net. David fished Penstock, also
for no return. And so it was, all in the WA team had blanked the final session! (11th). Were there some
disappointed faces around? For sure, but the final result isn’t the sole reason we go to the effort to fish in
these competitions. There is so much more to take away from these events; the opportunity to fish with and
learn from some of the best fisherman in Australia improves your own fishing immeasurably. But more
important is the fraternity. We have all made lifelong friends fishing in these competitions and look forward
to making new ones every time we travel away. For more information about Competition Fly Fishing in WA
contact John Abordi at j_abordi@hotmail.com
By the way, for those interested the final results;
1st Christopher Bassano (Tas), 2nd Craig Shipton (Tas) and 3rd Dave Hempill (NSW).
Team WA; Tom (36th), John (41st), Marc (49th) and Dave (50th)…………………… SIXTEEN!!!!!

JOHN ABORDI, MARK ANDERSON, TOM WATSON, DAVE MAPLESON
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Catching Wild River Rainbow Trout in the South West

This article I feel is appropriate for the magazine as we are a Freshwater Fishing club. It was originally
published by the ‘Complete Angler’ but has been adapted to make it suitable for all the membership.
(Editor).

Catching trout from rivers and brooks flowing through southwest jarrah and karri forest is a unique form of
freshwater fishing. Unlike most Australian rivers containing trout, there are fewer brown trout in WA because
rainbows are better adapted to the harsh conditions on this side of the continent. Some rainbows are triploids
– a strain of trout that doesn’t spawn but instead spends all available energy feeding and consequently
attains a good size fast. Many triploids are released at yearling size (20ish cm) during winter and if they
survive springtime sweetwater, anglers and summer, they quickly acclimatise to their wild surrounds.
Trout inhabit streams in the Darling Range jarrah forest where rivers and brooks scythe through granite
escarpment down to the coastal plain. Unfortunately almost all of these systems are now dammed and require
a decent release of water for good fishing to occur. Further south, trout rivers are for the most part concealed
by dense karri forest and usually overgrown with blackberries, but this is where WA’s biggest fish lurk
attempting to live out their life unmolested by human anglers (and the odd shag). There’s little opportunity to
wade these southern log-choked rivers and brooks without sinking knee-deep in mud, and the vegetation is
almost impregnable, so it can be difficult finding a good run or stretch of fish-holding water.
Late spring is the time to tempt West Aussie river trout as this is when water levels are spot-on for most
systems, because as soon as the winter flow has subsided and water clarity improved, most trout concentrate
at focal points where food is funneled, such as rapids, run-ins above pools, glides, tails of pools and other
places where a stream narrows. However, it is all a matter of good timing, as un-fishable raging rapids can
become too dry for fishing in only a few weeks and smaller brooks definitely fish best early spring. Keep an
eye on SW rainfall and try to monitor river water levels via a local source if possible.
A 4WD and hard hiking certainly helps, but great fish can still come from popular places and easily accessed
spots if you get your timing right and visit them before too many like-minded anglers have already wet a line.
The best method of assaulting river trout is to engage them with lures. Spinners such as Celta and Mepps are
favourite lures in rapids, when a big flash is needed to signal fish through a white water surge. For calmer
stretches, I work minnow-style lures and almost exclusively use a Scorpion 35 in shallow stretches and a Laser
Pro 45 for deeper pools, and employ both sinking and floating varieties.
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Give every likely spot a good lure flogging, as some fish are very reluctant to move, especially when
sheltering from a fast flow or high temperature, and you must get the lure into their strike zone. Never
overlook any white water or log jam where fish could hole-up and as trout usually face upstream, always
approach a fish accordingly when presenting a lure.
A 2 metre graphite rod (fragile for bush bashing so be warned) sporting a small threadline reel (silky smooth
drag a must), loaded with 3kg Fireline and long length of 4kg hardened mono leader, is my outfit. It allows
me to hoist out most fish directly (I hate nets in thick scrub) and gives a good chance around snags.

It’s so very satisfying landing a wild fish from public water in challenging conditions, and lures are the most
practical way to find fish. Scrubby riverbank vegetation demands tight casting skills and fly-fishing WA rivers
is very difficult, but can be achieved on most rivers. For the best results, try using a 3, 4 or 5 weight 7 foot fly
rod with floating sink tips or intermediate lines depending on water level. Both dry and wet fly’s can be used
depending on water conditions, weighted flies are a must in high water. The use of bait is frowned upon
amongst those intending to release what they catch.
Polaroid glasses are vital and not just for spotting trout, but protect eyes when pushing through thick scrub.
While hardy canvas pants are certainly handy when confronting blackberries, the ominous presence of dugite
and tiger snakes (which descend on streams when weather warms up) defies any cloth (so be cautious) and
clothing should be drab (no white/fluro), as some fish are very aware of their surrounds and spooked easily.
Stream fishing for trout begins 90 minutes from central Perth in the northern jarrah forest at popular Murray
River around the township of Dwellingup. While most spots can be accessed easily by road the mighty Murray
still offers possibilities for the intrepid bush-walker. Also worth a cast between the Murray and Harvey,
Brunswick and lower-Collie Rivers further south, are three brooks – Samson, McKnoes and Logues. Further
south again, the timber/tourist town of Nannup is only three hours drive from Perth and a focal point for
tempting Blackwood River fish, while nearby feeder brooks like Balingup and Hesters also contain a few
good fish early season.
The cradle of WA’s Sweetwater fishery is found further south again in karri-country around Pemberton,
approximately four hours drive from Perth. Here flows the Warren River and tributary Lefroy Brook, and both
the Donnelly River and Barlee Brook are within easy raiding range. The names of these cherished trout waters
have long been chiseled into the famous annuals of West Australian stream fishing folklore. Trout in these
rivers, are pursued by only a handful of dedicated anglers in a state dominated by saltwater fishing.
However, nothing beats a big trout jumping and tearing downstream in a strong current while you stumble
over rock-bars attempting to give chase.
Acknowledgements :- Complete angler.com.au
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2016 Fish-a-Fest

The Fish a Fest competition allows members to try and catch trout in both rivers and dams. Twenty one
members and 2 guests turned up to fish the competition, piting their skills against the trout. The
weather was far from ideal and as the forecast was for more heavy rain and low temperatures and the
rivers very high, especially in the Warren and the Lefroy, optimism was not as high as normal.
However, this did increase as the competition got under way, with a total of 56 trout and a dozen
perch being caught. Of these, 31 trout (and all the perch) came from various rivers, while 25 trout
came from the dams. A further 14 fish were not included in the count, as they were below the required
300 mm in length. I believe that it was also the first time that every Fish-a-Fest competitor caught at
least one fish. There were many notable fish caught, (one of which was a 470mm rainbow caught in
the Lefroy by Mario Riggio) but the largest fish was a 535mm rainbow caught in the Warren by Ryan
Mc Conigley. He also won the overall competition as he accumulated 2035mm from 5 trout, just
pipping Shawn Saunders, who came second with a total of 1990mm from 6 trout. Dave McVeigh came
third with 1880mm from 5 fish. Dave could probably count himself unlucky, as he lost 2 good trout at
the net in the dying minutes of the competition. Another feat worthy of mention was from Keith Prout,
who persevered all day at Big Bush and was rewarded for his patience with two trout (which were also
his first trout out of a dam). Well done to all.
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From a personal point of view, I enjoy fishing any club event or competition, as you can learn so much
from the other competitors by watching them fish or by asking question while sitting around the table
of an evening. I must thank Dave McVeigh, Steve Agate and John O Sullivan for their conversations on
different techniques and fly presentation and their exceptional enthusiasm. It is also normal to thank
members who helped over the weekend but as so many did and the rest were willing, I will just say
thank-you to everyone for their efforts and for supporting the event, as without your support, there
would be no club events to enjoy. Thank-you all. Taffy

Shawn Saunders with a nice rainbow taken in the Lefroy
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My holiday to Canada (PART ONE)
By Dave Humphries

I travelled to Canada last July for a six-week holiday. The main reason was to visit my daughter who has
been there for three years and is planning to get residency. So my wife and I decided to visit and of
course, I had to do some ﬁshing as well. Why would you go all the way there and not ﬁsh?
We started in Edmonton which is one of the main business cities, but no mountains in the area - it is
ﬂat! It’s not too far to get to the mountains and ski slopes - about 2 hours. I won’t bore you with all
that, just the ﬁshing and where I ﬁshed.
I ﬁrst drowned a ﬂy in a town called Golden where two sections of the Columbia River come together
and I caught my ﬁrst ﬁsh. It was not a trout but what they call a Minnow (Garbage ﬁsh) but a bloody
big minnow at 320 mm long. Trust me, I know it’s a rubbish ﬁsh but it is my ﬁrst in Canada, so I am on
the board and counting it. I was ﬁshing for about an hour, lost a couple and caught that one on an
Olive Woolly Bugger.
Next port of call was a place called Five Lakes just south of Jasper - that’s in the Rockies. We went for a
hike to see the lakes that comprised of three small ones and two larger ones and of I course took a rod.
I had a few casts into the Fifth lake with no success and saw none, then had a few casts into the Third
lake, where I could see some large trout but just couldn’t get out to them. Another guy had a go with a
lure but they were not interested! I think there were too many tourists about.
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Next was a lake called Medicine Lake, just west of Jasper. It got its name from the Indians who
couldn’t understand how the water disappeared during the summer as there are no river or streams
running out of it. They decided it must be some sort of magic.
In actual fact there are a series of caves that travel undergroundto the ocean, a bloody long way away
from there. The lake slowly drains away through these caves over summer.

The guy in the tackle shop told me that when the lake is draining you can ﬁsh the tributaries and it is
amazing, but you have to hit this lake at the right time or you will catch nothing. Of course I caught it at
the wrong time!At this stage I thought, I need a river to ﬁsh.
Did the tourist thing through the Rockies and it was really picturesque, well worth a visit. Carried on
south on the Yellowhead Highway towards Banﬀ. There were a lot of really good looking places along
this road but I did not stop to ﬁsh. We stayed in the Banﬀ area for a few days near a nice lake where we
took a walk and saw a lot of large trout. So, a day later I decided to ﬁsh it. I walked around the lake
and looked in all the spots where we saw the large trout the previous day but this time only saw a
single trout about 8lbs cruising around. By the time I climbed down the bank that was in a forest and
cast to the trout, it was gone.
So I walked down to a nice grassed area, caught couple of small ones, and just as a large thunder storm
arrived, I caught myself a nice Cut Throat Trout.

I thought I had better get back to Kay who was waiting back at the car. I rushed back but didn’t realise
how far away it was. It got darker and darker and the storm was coming in fast and when I got back to
the car park NO KAY OR CAR!
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The storm came in and it just poured down with rain and lightning cracking all around me.
I packed the ‘lightening conductor’ up and started walking. It got worse and I got wetter! There wasn’t
a soul around and I walked at least 2km, all uphill, until luckily a car came along. I waved it , two Asians
with their two children, not muchEnglish and me dripping wet, asking for a lift back to where I am
camped. They didn’t know what to do or say, but in the end they gave me a lift (thank God). I was
soaked and exhausted!
I got back to the camping ground gate house and there is Kay in a right state with the search and rescue
team there just about to go looking for me ---Whoops!! Kay had gotten really worried about me being
in a diﬀerent country, out in the forest, not only in a storm but in bear country where I might have been
attacked. I do understand and I will not do that again! Also, I am going to buy a set of walkie-talkies for
next time, so we can stay in contact. She had gone to the lake bank, shouted and shouted to me but I
didn’t hear her, probably because I was walking fast in the forest and I think you all know how noisy
waders, boots and your gear can be. Anyway I didn’t get eaten by a bear, so that was a relief – Phew!! I
didn’t do any more ﬁshing in that area while I was there.
Next stop for a ﬁsh was Fernie on the Elk River. This is a world renowned river. I stayed for a day and
half. They do a lot of drift ﬁshing on this river.

I went into the local tackle shop and asked “What’s the go?” He sold me some ﬂies that were meant to
be catching trout so, armed with these Hoppers, Muddlers and Cadis, I set oﬀ. Not that they did me
much good! I tried ﬁshing oﬀ the bank but with no success. There were boats coming past drift ﬁshing,
casting with the same ﬂies as I had but with no success either. I put on a Brassy Arse and caught two
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small trout, then tried Bead Head Nymph with an indicator (orange in colour). A trout took the
indicator and it really didn’t want to let go. It felt like it was hooked, but of course, there was no hook?
So I got a spare tied Buzzer out and put the ﬂoat duo indicator on the hook. Caught two Cut Throat
Trout using that method and had a lot of trout come up and refuse it. Then a guy in one of the boats
caught one just before he got to me and I heard his mate ask him what he caught it on, the guy replied
“A Black Ant”. With that, I looked in my ﬂy box - no Black Ants in there so I decided to put a Black Gnat
on and try that.

Yes it worked and after that there was no looking back. I lost a few and had a few hits but caught
twelve in all. This river has a lot of runs and rapids and a lot of Trout. There are many places where you
can ﬂy ﬁsh from the bank and you are able to walk the banks and wade the edges. I would like to have
stayed a lot longer but we had other plans.
I had read about a couple of rivers that ﬂow into the Slocan Lake so we decide to go there. We ﬁrst
camped in Slocan and walked the river seeing a lot of trout but the river is closed to ﬁshing!
Next day we went to New Denver and camped by the river. I think it is called the Rosebery and what a
lovely looking river that has a lot of Bull Trout in it.
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I spoke to the Rangers and they told me that the river was closed to fishing, as were all the rivers that
flowed into the Slocan River, Slocan Lake and Summit Lake, so that put paid to that Idea.
I later found out from one of the tackle shops that the reason they are closed to fishing was because the
American guides bought in a lot of people to fish these rivers and they just about wrecked the fishery
making it really difficult to police. So, they decided to close all the rivers. It’s been like that since 2008
and there is no change on the horizon.
This is what you get when people do the wrong thing and take everything they catch. Greedy,
inconsiderate xxxxxx’s!!
After we had taken a look around the countryside we decided to walk to Kimloc Lake up in the
Mountains north east of Nakusp.
To be continued…
The second part to Dave’s intriguing article will be in the next freshwater.
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
Written by Terry Piggott, this article was published in the clubs 1974
Freshwater magazine.

A FLY IN THE NIGHT
In a state noted for its extreme summer patterns, it is hard to
understand why more Western Australian Trout anglers haven’t
attempted to exploit these conditions by late night fishing.
In the peak of summer after weeks of near century heat, it’s not
unusual for those who stay only for the evening rise, to go days
without seeing any sign of fish. Even on a good night consider themselves fortunate, to take a fish or two.
Now I know that the success or otherwise of an evening’s fishing isn’t necessarily judged by the weight of the
catch, but let’s be honest, for most of us a few fish in the bag really helps to make the day.
The surest way of increasing your catch (particularly in the irrigation dams) is to fish later into the night, this
applies all season but particularly in summer. I have fished from dusk to ten at night without having a touch,
then over the next hour or so had some of the most exciting fishing you could ask for.
I remember one evening last season (1973) I arrived at Waroona about an hour before dusk, hoping to fish
the evening rise. By ten o’clock I hadn’t seen a thing not even a rise. I had been fishing in short bursts all
evening. At about ten I decided to have a cup of tea, I was back on the water about fifteen minutes later
and was surprised to see the swirl of a fish a few feet in front of me. In the next few minutes I cast to several
fish without a touch. Shining my torch on what, a few minutes before, had been lifeless rocks I was surprised to
see they were now crawling with mudeyes. By now the swirls of feeding fish could be seen all over the place
– there was a tremendous hatch on. I quickly changed flies putting on a Western Muddler, a great fly under
these circumstances. I was quickly back on the water and casting to the first swirl I saw. I hadn’t moved the
fly a foot when he was onto it, taking it with a great rush. I set the hook and he literally exploded from the
water and proceeded to put on a great show jumping all over the place, apparently he hadn’t heard that
trout do not fight well at night. After a good fight I eventually landed him or rather her, a nice rainbow trout
some fifteen inches (380mm) long in good condition. (As a matter of interest I have caught hundreds of fish
over the years at Waroona and have never seen a Brownie). Over the next two hours I had some of the most
exciting fishing one could ask for, by twelve thirty I had my bag limit and had released several others.
Now I am not suggesting that by fishing late you can go and catch a bag full any time you feel like it! Far
from it! This method of fishing still has its share of those problems and frustration that are so familiar to the
fly fisher. Let’s face it, attempting to solve these problems goes a long way towards making fly fishing the
fascinating sport it is.
One big advantage late night fishing has is that on most nights you have fish feeding. The three main
problems with night fishing are casting, where to fish, and choice of flies. With night fishing most anglers find
their casting becomes a bit ragged particularly if you fish for long periods without a break, the best method
of combating this is to fish in short burst, especially if things are quiet. Before long quiet casting becomes
automatic.
The choice of fishing spots is extremely important, the fish congregating in certain areas. I am not going to
attempt to tell you exactly where to fish but suggest you move around until you find your own hot spots.
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The choice of fly is of equal importance for although fish can be caught on most flies at night there are a few
well proven flies that really excite the trout.
The Fuzzy Wuzzy, in my opinion, is the best all round fly for the irrigation dams, it’s really a good fish from
the start through until the end of the season. It is a fly of New Zealand origin and was tied to imitate
freshwater crayfish. No doubt therein lies the secret of its appeal to western trout. One contradiction
however, is I like to fish the Fuzzy Wuzzy on a floating line in slow but defiant jerks. How often do you see a
marron six inches below the surface? This fly should be tied bushy with a reasonable thick body, I use it in a
size 8 early and size 6 after dark. The hooks are 3x long.
The Western Muddler is a variation of the famous Muddler Minnow and although it is a relatively new fly the
results achieved late last season were so outstanding I feel it warrants a mention here. On Those moonlight
nights or when the big mudeye hatches are on and the fish are skittish and singularly selective when feeding,
tie on a Western Muddler, it’s dynamite. Other good night flies are the Robin, Mrs Simpson, Red and Black
Matuka, Black Matuka, Taihope Tickler, Alexandria (with jungle eyes), Black and Peacock and the Muddler
Minnow.
The tie for the Western Muddler is as follows:Head

Black deer hair clipped into shape.

Body

Red lurex.

Wing

Black feather and black deer hair.

Tail

Black feather.

Rib

Thin gold wire.

One final note keep checking your fly and cast, one night I lost fish after fish before I belatedly looked at my
fly and found I had broken the point off my hook behind the barb.
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MEMBERS PROFILE: RAY WELLER

In this segment, a member has been asked to answer the following questions:

Where were you born? I was born at Harvey Hospital and grew up in Waroona.
Can you remember when you first became interested in fishing? Some 60 plus years ago as a young boy,
I was always trying to catch something from tadpoles and frogs to gilgies, marron and fish. Growing up in
Waroona meant that I had access to some of the best trout waters in the State. I spent many hours fishing
small brooks that used to run all year with a good amount of water and fish in them.
What is your favorite fishing memory? Where would we be without these, it is not easy to choose one, but
if you count the biggest as being the best! Sharing the moment with a couple of good mates then this one trip
ticks all the boxes.
Back in the seventies two mates ( Sylvester and Pepi ) and myself were on a fishing trip to Tasmania, where
by chance we bumped into Randy. Randy was an exchange student from America that we had met the
previous year when fishing in the Snowy Mountains. After the usual “well I’ll be blowed” and some hand
shaking, he said he was on his way to Lagoon of Island, as apparently the fishing was going off and that we
should join him. So we did. Over the next two days we all caught Browns between 10lbs and 13 lbs. What
made the trip even more remarkable was that my most successful fly was a Hamhill Killer, tied with feathers
from a local Swamp Hen (sadly the result of a road kill) which we had picked up on the way. Its oily feathers
meant that this fly would just sit under the water surface film and matched the Mudeye hatch that was
happening at the time.
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What has been your weirdest catch? While fishing for Barramundi in the Fitzroy River I cast my home made
thong popper into a snag. While it was just hanging there a little way above the water it was attacked by a
small Freshwater Crocodile approximately 300mm long. With all its thrashing my line and croc fell out of the
snag, still holding onto my lure I wound him alongside the tinny where my mate Brian D, grabbed him like you
would a Bob Tail and very carefully removed the hooks.
Why did you become a member? I was a junior member of the local Trout Acclimatization Society until it
folded. I was keen on fishing and through a mate I heard about WATFAA, this new fishing club. I joined and
over a short time made several lifelong friends.
What developments would you like to see in the freshwater scene in WA. We could bang on about more
fish or more water. I would simply say that ‘All’ our members past and present should pride themselves with
what this club has achieved over the past 50 years. I hope, that over the next 50 years we can meet the
challenges that are part of a changing environment, so that we can keep on sharing and enjoying this
achievement.
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FLY OF THE MOMENT

Elk Hair Caddis
Hook: Tiemco TMC 100 (# 14-18)
Thread: Olive/ Green/ Brown 6/0 Depending on body colour
Hackle: Ginger/ Brown (Palmered)
Body: Green/Grey/ Brown Dubbing
Wing: Deer or Elk Hair

1/ First off wrap a nice even base of thread starting from near the
front of the hook and extending to the point where you are going to tie
in your first part of the fly, the tail. This point should be roughly level
with the barb on the hook. Once this is completed and you have a good
bed of thread proceed to step two.

2/ Next take a piece of copper wire and secure it to the hook at the
rear of the fly. This wire should be tied in so that it protrudes out from
the rear of the fly and is out of the way of your working space for
constructing the rest of the fly. Once this is done trim the excess wire
and cover with a few well placed turns of thread.
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3/ Now take some appropriate coloured dubbing and form a dubbed
rope. For this pattern Antrons with their inherent flash are good but I
have chosen to use a natural material here, dyed rabbit. Dub a fair
length so you don't run out while constructing the body and just remove
the excess when finished. This will save time when tying a number of
these in the one session.
4/ Next wind your dubbed rope forward towards the thread. Make
each successive turn in front of the previous one but make sure you
create a slightly tapered body. This is easy to do but you may have to
make several wraps in the one plane as you get nearer the thread to
get the required bulk. When you reach the thread remove the excess
dubbing and proceed to step 5.

5/ This step requires you to select a small ginger cock hackle. This will
be to form the palmered hackle body which is part of the reason why
this pattern is so deadly. Tie it in angled slightly back and shiny side of
the feather facing forward. Trim any excess hackle feather stubs and
add a couple of turns of thread to strengthen..

6/ Wind the hackle back toward the wire at the rear of the fly. Use 45 even turns to get there and when you do use the wire to make 3 tight
wraps around the hackle securing it in place. You can can then remove
the excess feather and begin the ribbing of the pattern. When you are
happy that the feather is secure and won't unravel go to step 7.
7/ Once again using 4-5 turns of the wire wind it forward to the front
of the fly. Be careful to not crush the hackle fiber’s already in place.
This ribbing strengthens the fly and stops the palmered hackle from
coming undone. When you reach the thread take tie off and remove the
excess wire. Then carefully use you scissors to remove the top half of the
hackle with one clean cut. This will help with the presentation of the
wing.
8/ Take a good clump of deer or elk hair. Measure it off against the
hook shank so that the resulting wing is roughly equal in length to it.
Grip the hair in between the thumb and forefingers of your left hand.
Firstly take 2 turns around the hair and not the shank. Then clasping the
hair tightly take several turns around the two already done this time
wrapping around the hair and hook shank. Don't let is spin!
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9/ There you have your wing! Now with that same grip hold the deer
hair tightly and take cut the excess hair on a 45 Degree angle to the
rear and top of the fly keeping the head shape in line with the wing.
Taker a couple more turns of thread in the same plane to secure and
then add two half hitches to finish. It's that easy.

The Pattern
This is a classic caddis pattern used the world over. Simply substitute the body and wing colour to
suit, the tying principals remain the same. It floats very well and is even very good skated across
and down to rising fish slashing the naturals from the surface late in the day. A very good fly on the
Goulburn River that all those who fish for trout regardless of location should carry. Mainly used in
sizes 14-16 and in a few colours with a green bodied and grey bodied being most prevalent.
Acknowledgements Goulburn Valley Fly School
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Easter week end

Perch Bash

May 27th – June 30th

Record card returns

June 3rd, 4th & 5th

Winter wash

August 8th activity night

Cancelled

August 29th AGM

6.30pm for 7.00pm prompt start

September 23rd, 24th, 25th

Fish a Fest

October 28th

50th Anniversary Buffet/Dance

CLUB NIGHTS
Are held at 4 The Esplanade, Mount Pleasant (Rowing WA) 7.30 onwards
Every second Tuesday of each month
The following are the likely events for the upcoming calendar activities nights. They can be subject on short
notice to change.
JANUARY 2017 - No Meeting
FEBRUARY 2017 - Tasmania Fishing Report (Recent Conditions)
MARCH 2017 - Casting Comp
APRIL 2017 - Tackle Auction
MAY 2017 - Fly fishing for Australian Salmon – Graham Bird
JUNE 2017 - Flyworld - Dan Ivanoff Talk
JULY 2017 AUGUST 2017 -

Fly Tying night
Clubs AGM

SEPTEMBER 2017 - Meet The Council & Open Forum
OCTOBER 2017 - Tackle Auction
NOVEMBER 2017 - Quiz Night
DECEMBER 2017 - Xmas Food & Catch up
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WATFAA COUNCIL MEMBERS
Role

Name/s

Phone Number

Email

Stewart “Taffy” King

0418942899

stewie54@live.com.au

Vice President

Peter Taylor

0457846995

pjtaylor@westnet.com.au

Treasurer

Geoff Barrett

0433321936

watfaa.treasurer@outlook.com.au

Secretary

Yusef Khadembashi

0423952036

yusef.khadembashi91@gmail.com

Mick Burman

0414401993

mimamoth@bigpond.com

President

Membership Officer
Stocking
Freshwater
Magazine

Stewart “Taffy” King
Stewart Taffy King – Editor
Geoff Barrett, Geoff Buckland &
Yusef Khadembashi – Co-Editors

Cottage Bookings

John Goulding

0407445254

aptgould@iinet.com.au

Facebook, Web &
DVD Library

Tom Meredith

0419147650

swoop84@hotmail.com

Cottage
Maintenance

Mario Riggio

0417944055

mriggio1965@gmail.com

Activities Team

Steve Agate, Tony Bryant & Keith
Prout

Officers

Geoff Buckland, Bretton Stitfold &
John Kaljee

steve.agate@bigpond.com
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DISCLAIMER
The freshwater journal is a seasonal periodical providing articles and other information, including
advertisements from our valued sponsors. The journal contains official announcement, reports and
information (including policy) from the current council of WATFAA. The journal also contains a range of
articles and opinions of club members and invited contributors. These articles and opinions which appear
in the journal are selected (by the editor) because they are considered to be of interest to our members
but the views expressed in those articles and opinions do not necessary represent the policy or view of
WATFAA.
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